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Abstract
We study an expressive model of timed pushdown automata extended with modular and fractional
clock constraints. We show that the binary reachability relation is effectively expressible in hybrid
linear arithmetic with a rational and an integer sort. This subsumes analogous expressibility
results previously known for finite and pushdown timed automata with untimed stack. As key
technical tools, we use quantifier elimination for a fragment of hybrid linear arithmetic and for
cyclic order atoms, and a reduction to register pushdown automata over cyclic order atoms.
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1 Introduction
Timed automata (ta) are one of the most studied models of reactive timed systems. The fun-
damental result that paved the way to automatic verification of timed systems is decidability
(and PSPACE-completeness) of the reachability problem for ta [2]. However, in certain
applications, such as in parametric verification, deciding reachability is insufficient, and one
needs to construct the more general binary reachability relation, i.e., the entire (possibly
infinite) set of of pairs of configurations pci, cf q s.t. there is an execution from ci to cf . The
reachability relation for ta has been shown to be effectively expressible in hybrid linear
arithmetic with rational and integer sorts [11, 14, 16, 19]. Since hybrid logic is decidable,
this yields an alternative proof of decidability of the reachability problem.
In this paper, we compute the reachability relation for timed automata extended with a
stack. An early model of pushdown timed automata (ptda) extending ta with a (classical,
untimed) stack has been considered by Bouajjani et al. [5]. More recently, dense-timed
pushdown automata (dtpda) have been proposed by Abdulla et al. [1] as an extension of
ptda. In dtpda, stack symbols are equipped with rational ages, which initially are 0 and
increase with the elapse of time at the same rate as global clocks; when a symbol is popped,
its age is tested for membership in an interval. While dtpda syntactically extend ptda by
considering a timed stack, timed constraints can in fact be removed while preserving the
1 Partially supported by Polish NCN grant 2017/26/D/ST6/00201.
2 Partially supported by Polish NCN grant 2016/21/B/ST6/01505.
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timed language recognised by the dtpda, and thus they semantically collapse to ptda [9].
This motivates the quest for a strictly more expressive generalisation of ptda and dtpda
with a truly timed stack. It has been observed in [22] that adding fractional stack constraints
prevents the stack from being untimed, and thus strictly enriches the expressive power3.
We embrace this observation and propose the model of timed pushdown automata (tpda),
which extends timed automata with a timed stack and integer, fractional, and modulo
diagonal/non-diagonal constraints. The model features local clocks and stack clocks. As
time elapses, all clocks increase their values, and they do so at the same rate. Local clocks
can be reset and compared according to the generalised constraints above. At the time
of a push operation, new stack clocks are created whose values are initialised, possibly
non-deterministically, as to satisfy a given push constraint between stack clocks and local
clocks; similarly, a pop operation requires that stack clocks to be popped satisfy a given
pop constraint of analogous form. Stack push/pop constraints are also of the form of
diagonal/non-diagonal integer, modulo, and fractional constraints.
Contributions. We compute the binary reachability relation of tpda, i.e., the family of
binary relations t `ru Ď QXě0 ˆ QXě0 for control locations `, r s.t. from the initial clock
valuation µ P QXě0 and control location ` we can reach the final clock valuation ν P QXě0 and
control location r, written µ `r ν. The stack is empty at the beginning and at the end of
the computation. The main contribution of the paper is the effective computation of the
tpda reachability relation in the existential fragment of linear arithmetic LZ,Q, a two-sorted
logic combining Presburger arithmetic pZ,ď, p”mqmPN,`, 0q and linear rational arithmetic
pQ,ď,`, 0q. As a byproduct of our constructions, we actually characterise the more general
ternary reachability relation µ pi `r ν, where µ, ν are as above and pi : NΣ additionally counts
the number of occurrences of input letters over a finite alphabet Σ, i.e., the Parikh image of
the run. To our knowledge, the ternary reachability relation was not previously considered.
As an application of ternary reachability, we can model, for instance, letter counts of initial
and final, possibly non-empty, stack contents. Thus, ternary reachability is an expressive
extension of binary reachability.
The computation of the ternary reachability relation is achieved by two consecutive
translations. First, we transform a tpda into a fractional tpda, which uses only fractional
constraints. In this step we exploit quantifier elimination for a fragment of linear arithmetic
corresponding to clock constraints. Quantifier elimination is a pivotal tool in this work, and
to our knowledge its use in the study of timed models is novel. The final integer value of
clocks is reconstructed by letting the automaton input special tick symbol Xx every time clock
x reaches an integer value (provided it is not reset anymore later); it is here that ternary
reachability is more suitable than binary reachability.
Secondly, a fractional tpda is transformed into a pda with registers (rpda) over the so
called cyclic order atoms pQX r0, 1q,Kq [8], where K is the ternary cyclic order relation
Kpa, b, cq ” a ă b ă c_ b ă c ă a_ c ă a ă b, for a, b, c P QX r0, 1q. (1)
In other words, Kpa, b, cq holds if, distributing a, b, c on the unit circle and going clockwise
from a, then we fist visit b and afterwards c. Since fractional values are wrapped around 0
when time increases, K is invariant under time elapse. We use registers to store the fractional
parts of absolute times of last clock resets; fractional constraints on clocks are simulated
3 For ta, fractional constraints can be handled by the original region construction and do not make the
model harder to analyse [2].
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by constraints on registers using K. In order to compute the reachability relation for rpda
we use again quantifier elimination, this time over cyclic order atoms. The latter property
holds since cyclic order atoms constitute a homogeneous structure [17]. Therefore, another
contribution of this work is the solution of a nontrivial problem such as computing the
reachability relation for tpda, which is a clock model, as an application of rpda, which
is a register model. The analysis of rpda is substantially easier than a direct analysis of
(fractional) tpda.
From the complexity standpoint, the formula characterising the reachability relation of a
tpda is computable in double exponential time. However, when cast down to ta or tpda
with timeless stack (which subsume ptda and, a posteriori, dtpda), the complexity drops
to singly exponential, matching the previously known complexity for ta [19]. For ptda, no
complexity was previously given in [12], and thus the result is new. For tpda, the binary
reachability problem has not been studied before. Since the existential fragment of LZ,Q
is decidable in NP (because so is existential linear rational arithmetic [20] and existential
Presburger arithmetic [24]), we can solve the reachability problem of tpda in 2NEXP by
reduction to satisfiability for LZ,Q. Since our constructions preserve the languages of all the
models involved, untimed tpda languages are context-free.
Discussion. From a syntactic point of view, tpda significantly lifts the restrictions of
dtpda—which allow only classical non-diagonal constraints, i.e., interval tests, and thus has
neither diagonal, nor modulo, nor fractional constraints—and of the model of [22]—which
additionally allows diagonal/non-diagonal fractional tests, and thus does not have modulo
constraints. Since classical diagonal constraints reduce to classical non-diagonal constraints,
and, in the presence of fractional constraints, integer and modulo constraints can be removed
altogether (cf. Sec. 4), tpda are expressively equivalent to [22]. However, while [22] solves
the control state reachability problem, we solve the more general problem of computing the
binary reachability relation. Our reduction technique not only preserves reachability, like
[22], but additionally enables the reconstruction of the reachability relation.
Our expressivity result generalises analogous results for ta [11, 14, 16, 19] and ptda
[12]. The proof of [11] for ta has high technical difficulty and does not yield complexity
bounds. The proof of [14] for ta uses an automata representation for sets of clock valuations;
the idea of reset-point semantics employed in [14] is analogous to using registers instead
of clocks. The paper [16] elegantly expresses the reachability relation for ta with clock
difference relations (CDR) over the fractional values of clocks. It is remarkable that the
formulas expressing the reachability relations that we obtain are of the same shape as CDR.
The recent paper [19] shows that the ta binary reachability relation can be expressed in
the same fragment of hybrid linear arithmetic that we use for tpda, which we find very
intriguing. Their proof converts the integer value of clocks into counters, and then observes
that, thanks to the specific reset policy of clocks, these counter machines have a semilinear
reachability relation; the latter is proved by encoding the value of counters into the language.
In our proof, we bring the encoding of the integer value of clocks into the language to the
forefront, via the introduction of the ternary reachability relation. The proof of [12] for ptda
also separates clocks into their integer and fractional part. It is not clear how any of the
previous approaches could handle a timed stack.
Another approach for computing the reachability relation for tpda would be to reduce
it directly to a more expressive register model, such as timed register pushdown automata
(trpda) [9, 10], which considers both integer pZ,ď,`1q and rational registers pQě0,ďq.
While such a reduction for the reachability problem is possible since (the integer part of)
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large clock values can be “forgotten”, e.g., along the lines of [9], this does not hold anymore
if we want to preserve the reachability relation. For this reason, in the present work we first
remove the integer part of clocks (by encoding it in the untimed language) and then we
reduce to rpda, which have only fractional registers and no integer register, and are thus
easier to analyse than trpda4. The method of quantifier elimination was recently applied to
the analysis of another timed model, namely timed communicating automata [7].
Finally, another expressive extension of ta, called recursive timed automata (rta), has
been proposed [21, 3]. rta use a timed stack to store the current clock valuation, which does
not evolve as time elapses and can be restored at the time of pop. This facility makes rta
expressively incomparable to all models previously mentioned.
Notations. Let Q, Qě0, Z, and N denote the rationals, the non-negative rationals, the
integers, and the natural numbers; let I “ Qě0 X r0, 1q be the unit rational interval. Let ”m
denote the congruence modulo m P Nz t0u in Z. For a P Q, let tau P Z denote the largest
integer k s.t. k ď a, and let tau “ a´ tau denote its fractional part. Let 1C?, for a condition
C, be 1 if C holds, and 0 otherwise.
2 Linear arithmetic and quantifier elimination
Consider the two-sorted structure A “ AZZAQ, where AZ “ pZ,ď, p”mqmPN,`, pkqkPZq and
AQ “ pQ,ď,`, pkqkPQq. We consider “`” as a binary function, and we have a constant k for
every integer/rational number. By linear arithmetic, denoted LZ,Q, we mean the two-sorted
first-order language in the vocabulary of A. Restriction to the integer sort yields Presburger
arithmetic LZ (integer formulas), and restriction to the rational sort yields linear rational
arithmetic LQ (rational formulas). We assume constants are encoded in binary.
Two formulas are equivalent if they are satisfied by the same valuations. It is well-known
that the theories of AZ [18] and AQ [15] admit effective elimination of quantifiers: Every
formula can effectively be transformed in an equivalent quantifier-free one. Therefore, the
theory of A also admits quantifier elimination, by the virtue of the following general fact
(when speaking of a structure admitting quantifier elimination, we have in mind its theory).
§ Lemma 1. If the structures A1 and A2 admit (effective) elimination of quantifiers, then
the two-sorted structure A1 ZA2 also does so. For conjunctive formulas, the complexity is
the maximum of the two complexities.
For clock constraints, we will use the first-order language over the two sorted structure
Ac “ AcN Z AcI , where the integer sort is restricted to AcN “ pN,ď, p”mqmPN,`1, 0q—the
domain is now N and full addition “`” is replaced by the unary successor operation “`1”)—
and the rational sort to AcI “ pI,ď, 0q— the domain is now the unit interval, there is no
addition, and the only constant is 0. Let LcN,I be such a sub-logic. (As syntactic sugar
we allow to use addition of arbitrary, even negative, integer constants in integer formulas,
e.g. x´ 4 ď y ` 2.) As before, LcN and LcI are the restrictions to the respective sorts. All the
sub-logics above admit effective elimination of quantifiers.
4 trpda are more general than rpda—cyclic order atoms can be interpreted into pQě0,ďq. The binary
reachability relation for trpda can be computed by refining the reductions of [10] used for deciding
the reachability problem. However, we do not know how to use the reachability relation of trpda to
compute that of tpda.
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§ Lemma 2. The structures AcN and AcI admit effective elimination of quantifiers. For AcN
the complexity is singly exponential for conjunctive formulas, while for AcI is quadratic.
Notice that since LcN is a fragment of Presburger arithmetic LZ, we could apply the quantifier
elimination for LZ to get a quantifier-free LZ formula. Our result is stronger since we get a
quantifier-free formula of the more restrictive fragment LcN.
§ Corollary 3. The structure Ac admits effective quantifier elimination. The complexity is
exponential for conjunctive formulas.
3 Timed pushdown automata
Clock constraints. Let X be a finite set of clocks. We consider constraints which can
separately speak about the integer txu and fractional value txu of a clock x P X. A clock
constraint over X is a boolean combination of atomic clock constraints of one of the forms
(integer) (modular) (fractional)
(non-diagonal) txu ď k txu ”m k txu “ 0
(diagonal) txu´ tyu ď k txu´ tyu ”m k txu ď tyu
where x, y P X, m P N,a and k P Z. Since we allow arbitrary boolean combinations,
we consider also the constraint true, which is always satisfied, and variants with any
„ P tď,ă,ě,ąu in place of ď. A clock valuation is a mapping µ P QXě0 assigning a
non-negative rational number to every clock in X; we write tµu for the valuation in NX
s.t. tµupxq :“ tµpxqu and tµu for the valuation in IX s.t. tµu pxq :“ tµpxqu. For a valuation µ
and a clock constraint ϕ we say that µ satisfies ϕ if ϕ is satisfied when integer clock values
txu are evaluated according to tµu and fractional values txu according to tµu.
§ Remark (Clock constraints as quantifier-free LcN,I formulas). Up to syntactic sugar, a
clock constraint over clocks tx1, . . . , xnu is the same as a quantifier-free LcN,I formula
ϕptx1u, . . . , txnu, tx1u , . . . , txnuq over n integer and n rationals variables.
§ Remark (Classical clock constraints). Integer and fractional constraints subsume classical
ones. For clocks x, y, since x “ txu` txu (and similarly for y)5, x´ y ď k for an integer k is
equivalent to ptxu ´ tyu ď k ^ txu ď tyuq _ txu ´ tyu ď k ´ 1, and similarly for x ď k. On
the other hand, the fractional constraint txu “ 0 is not expressible as a classical constraint.
§ Remark (txu´ tyu versus tx´ yu). In the presence of fractional constraints, the expressive
power would not change if, instead of atomic constraints txu´ tyu ”m k and txu´ tyu ď k
speaking of the difference of the integer parts, we would choose tx´ yu ”m k and tx´ yu ď k
speaking of the integer part of the difference, since the two are inter-expressible:
tx´ yu “ txu´ tyu´ 1txuătyu? and tx´ yu “ txu ´ tyu ` 1txuătyu?. (2)
The model. A timed pushdown automaton (tpda) is a tuple P “ xΣ,Γ, L,X,Z,∆y where
Σ is a finite input alphabet, Γ is a finite stack alphabet, L is a finite set of control locations,
X is a finite set of global clocks, and Z is a finite set of stack clocks disjoint from X. The
last item ∆ is a set of transition rules x`, op, ry with `, r P L control locations, where op
determines the type of transition:
5 We often identify a clock x with its value for simplicity of notation.
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time elapse op “ elapse,
input op “ a P Σε :“ ΣY tεu an input letter,
test op “ ϕ a transition constraint over clocks X,
reset op “ resetpY q with Y Ď X a set of clocks to be reset,
push op “ pushpα : ψq with α P Γ a stack symbol to be pushed on the stack under the
stack constraint ψ over clocks X Y Z, or
pop op “ poppα : ψq similarly as push.
We assume that every atomic constraint in a stack constraint contains some stack variable
from Z. Throughout the paper, let x0 be a global clock that is never reset (and thus measures
the total elapsed time), and let z0 be a stack clock that is 0 when pushed. A tpda has
untimed stack if the only stack constraint is true. Without push/pop operations, we obtain
nondeterministic timed automata (ta).
§ Remark (Complexity). For complexity estimations, we assume that constraints are con-
junctions of atomic constraints, that constants therein are encoded in binary, that M is the
maximal constant, and that all modular constraints use the same modulus M .
§ Remark (Time elapse). The standard semantics of timed automata where time can elapse
freely in every control location is simulated by adding explicit time elapse transitions
x`, elapse, `y for suitable locations `. Our explicit modelling of the elapse of time will simplify
the constructions in Sec. 4.
§ Remark (Comparison with dtpda). The dtpda model [1] allows only one stack clock Z “ tzu
and stack constraints of the form z „ k. As shown in [9], this model is equivalent to tpda
with untimed stack. Our extension is two-fold. First, our definition of stack constraint is
more liberal, since we allow more general diagonal stack constraints of the form z ´ x „ k.
Second, we also allow modular tyu´ txu ”m k and fractional constraints txu „ tyu, where
clocks x, y can be either global or stack clocks. As demonstrated in Example 4 below, this
model is not reducible to untimed stack, and thus tpda are more expressive than dtpda.
Semantics. Every stack symbol is equipped with a fresh copy of clocks from Z. At the time
of pushpα : ψq, the push constraint ψ specifies possibly nondeterministically the initial value
of all clocks in Z w.r.t. global clocks in X. Both global and stack clocks evolve at the same
rate when a time elapse transition is executed. At the time of poppα : ψq, the pop constraint
ψ specifies the final value of all clocks in Z w.r.t. global clocks in X. A timed stack is a
sequence w P pΓˆQZě0q˚ of pairs pγ, µq, where γ is a stack symbol and µ is a valuation for
stack clocks in Z. For a clock valuation µ and a set of clocks Y , let µrY ÞÑ 0s be the same
as µ except that clocks in Y are mapped to 0. For δ P Qě0, let µ` δ be the clock valuation
which adds δ to the value of every clock, i.e., pµ` δqpxq :“ µpxq ` δ, and for a timed stack
w “ pγ1, µ1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pγk, µkq, let w ` δ be pγ1, µ1 ` δq ¨ ¨ ¨ pγk, µk ` δq. A configuration is a triple
x`, µ, wy P LˆQXě0 ˆ pΓˆQZě0q˚ where ` is a control location, µ is a clock valuation over
the global clocks X, and w is a timed stack. Let x`, µ, uy , xr, ν, vy be two configurations. For
every input symbol or time increment a P pΣεYQě0q we have a transition x`, µ, uy aÝÑ xr, ν, vy
whenever there exists a rule x`, op, ry P ∆ s.t. one of the following holds:
op “ elapse, a P Qě0, ν “ µ` a, v “ u` a.
op “ a P Σε, ν “ µ, u “ v.
op “ ϕ, a “ ε, µ |ù ϕ, ν “ µ, u “ v.
op “ resetpY q, a “ ε, ν “ µrY ÞÑ 0s, v “ u.
op “ pushpγ : ψq, a “ ε, µ “ ν, v “ u ¨ xγ, µ1y if µ1 P QZě0 satisfies pµ, µ1q |ù ψ, where
pµ, µ1q P QXYZě0 is the unique clock valuation that agrees with µ on X and with µ1 on Z.
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op “ poppγ : ψq, a “ ε, µ “ ν, u “ v ¨ xγ, µ1y provided that µ1 P QZě0 satisfies pµ, µ1q |ù ψ.
A timed word is a sequence w “ δ1a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ δnan P pQě0Σεq˚ of alternating time elapses and
input symbols; the one-step transition relation x`, µ, uy aÝÑ xr, ν, vy is extended on timed
words w as x`, µ, uy wÝÑ xr, ν, vy in the natural way. The timed language from location ` to r
is Lp`, rq :“
!
piεpwq P pQě0Σq˚
ˇˇˇ
x`, µ0, εy wÝÑ xr, µ0, εy
)
where piεpwq removes the ε’s from w
and µ0 is the valuation that assigns µ0pxq “ 0 to every clock x. The corresponding untimed
language Lunp`, rq is obtained by removing the time elapses from Lp`, rq.
§ Example 4. Let L be the timed language of even length palindromes s.t. the time distance
between every pair of matching symbols is an integer:
L “ tδ1a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ δ2na2n | @p1 ď i ď nq ¨ ai “ a2n´i`1 ^ δi`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δ2n´i`1 P Nu .
L can be recognised by a tpda over input and stack alphabet Σ “ Γ “ ta, bu, with locations
`, r, no global clock, one stack clock Z “ tzu, and the following transition rules (omitting
some intermediate states), where α ranges over ta, bu:
x`, α; pushpα : tzu “ 0q, `y x`, ε, ry
xr, α; poppα : tzu “ 0q, ry x`, elapse, `y, xr, elapse, ry
We have L “ Lp`, rq. Since L cannot be recognised by tpda with untimed stack (cf. [22]),
fractional stack constraints strictly increase the expressive power of the model.
The reachability relation. The Parikh image of a timed word w is the mapping piw P NΣ
s.t. piwpaq is the number of a’s in w, ignoring the elapse of time and ε’s. For two control
locations `, r, clock valuations µ, ν P QXě0, and a timed word w P pQě0Σεq˚, we write µ w `r ν
if x`, µ, εy wÝÑ xr, ν, εy. We overload the notation and, for pi P NΣ, we write µ pi `r ν if there
exists a timed word w s.t. µ w `r ν and pi “ piw. We see t `ru`,rPL as a family of subsets of
QXě0 ˆ NΣ ˆQXě0 and we call it the ternary reachability relation.
Let
 
ψ`rptxu, txu , f , tyu, tyuq
(
`,r PL be a family of LZ,Q formulas, where txu, tyu represent
the integer values of initial and final clocks, txu , tyu their fractional values, and f letter
counts. The reachability relation t `ru`,rPL is expressed by the family of formulas tψ`ru`,rPL
if the following holds: For every control locations `, r P L, clock valuations µ, ν P QXě0 and
pi P NΣ, µ pi `r ν holds, if, and only if, ptµu, tµu , pi, tνu, tνuq |ù ψ`r holds.
Main results. As the main result of the paper we show that the reachability relation of
tpda and ta is expressible in linear arithmetic LZ,Q.
§ Theorem 5. The reachability relation of a tpda is expressed by a family of existential
LZ,Q formulas computable in double exponential time. For ta, the complexity is exponential.
This is a strengthening of analogous results for ta [11, 19] since our model, even without
stack, is more expressive than classical ta due to fractional constraints. As a side effect of
the proofs we get:
§ Theorem 6. Untimed tpda languages Lunp`, rq are effectively context-free.
The following two sections are devoted to proving the two theorem above.
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4 Fractional tpda
A tpda is fractional if it contains only fractional constraints. We show that computing the
reachability relation reduces to the same problem for fractional tpda. Our transformation is
done in three steps, each one further restricting the set of allowed constraints.
A The tpda is push-copy, that is, push operations can only copy global clocks into stack
clocks. There is one stack clock zx for each global clock x, and the only push constraint is
ψcopypx, zxq ”
ľ
xPX
tzxu “ txu^ tzxu “ txu . (3)
By pushing copies of global clocks into the stack, we can postpone checking all non-trivial
stack constraints to the time of pop. This steps uses quantifier elimination. The blowup
of the number of pop constraints and stack alphabet is exponential.
B The tpda is pop-integer-free, that is, pop transitions do not contain integer constraints.
The construction is similar to a construction from [9] and is presented in Sec. A.4.
Removing pop integer constraints is crucial towards removing all integer clocks (modulo
constraints will be removed by the next step). This step strongly relies on the fact that
stack clocks are copies of global clocks, which allows one to remove integer pop constraints
by reasoning about analogous constraints between global clocks at the time of push and
their future values at the time of pop, thus bypassing the stack altogether. We introduce
one global clock for each integer pop constraint, exponentially many locations in the
number of clocks and pop constraints, and exponentially many stack symbols in the number
of pop constraints. When combined with the previous step, altogether exponentially
many new clocks are introduced, and doubly exponentially many locations/stack symbols.
It is remarkable that pop integer constraints can be removed by translating them into
finitely many transition constraints on global clocks.
C The tpda is fractional. All integer clocks are removed. In order to recover their values
(which are needed to express the reachability relation), a special symbol Xx is produced
when an integer clock elapses one time unit. This step introduces a further exponential
blowup of control locations w.r.t. global clocks and polynomial in the maximal constant
M . The overall complexity of control locations thus stays double exponential.
By A+B+C (in this order, since the latter properties are ensured assuming the previous
ones), we get the following theorem.
§ Theorem 7. A tpda P can be effectively transformed into a fractional tpda Q s.t. a family
of LZ,Q formulas tϕ`ru expressing the reachability relation of P can effectively be computed
from a family of LZ,Q formulas tϕ1` 1r1u expressing the reachability relation of Q. The number
of control locations and the size of the stack alphabet in Q have a double exponential blowup,
and the number of clocks has an exponential blowup.
If there is no stack, then we do not need the first two steps, and we can do directly C.
§ Corollary 8. The reachability relation of push-copy tpda/ta effectively reduces to the
reachability relation of fractional tpda/ta with an exponential blowup in control locations.
(A) The tpda is push-copy
Let Kď be the non-strict variant of the ternary cyclic order K from (1), defined as
Kďpa, b, cq ” Kpa, b, cq_a “ b_b “ c for a, b, c P I. Let ψpushpx, zq be a push constraint, and
let ψpoppx1, z1q be the corresponding pop constraint. Since stack clock z0 is 0 when pushed
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on the stack, z10 is the total time elapsed between push and pop; let z10 “ pz10, . . . , z10q (the
length of which depends on the context). Let z1x be a vector of stack variables representing
the value of global clocks at the time of pop, provided they were not reset since the matching
push. Since all clocks evolve at the same rate, for every global clock x and stack clock z, we
have
x “ z1x ´ z10 and z “ z1 ´ z10. (4)
If at the time of push, instead of pushing z, we push on the stack a copy of global clocks x,
then at the time of pop it suffices to check that the following formula holds
ψ1poppx1, z1xq ” Dz1 ě 0 ¨ ψpushpz1x ´ z10, z1 ´ z10q ^ ψpoppx1, z1q. (5)
Note that the assumption that z0 “ 0 at the time of push makes the existential quan-
tification satisfiable by exactly one value of z10, namely the total time elapsed between
push and pop. However, ψpushpz1x ´ z10, z1 ´ z10q is not a constraint anymore, since vari-
ables are replaced by differences of variables. We resolve this issue by showing that
the latter is in fact equivalent to a clock constraint. Thanks to (4), for every clock
x we have txu “ tz1x ´ z10u, txu “ tz1x ´ z10u, and tzu “ tz1 ´ z10u, tzu “ tz1 ´ z10u. Thus, a
fractional constraint tyu ď tzu in ψpush is equivalent to
 
z1y ´ z10
( ď tz1 ´ z10u, which
is in turn equivalent to C “ Kďptz10u ,
 
z1y
(
, tz1uq, which is definable from ď. More-
over, tyu ´ tzu “ tz1y ´ z10u ´ tz1 ´ z10u “ pz1y ´ z10 ´
 
z1y ´ z10
(q ´ pz1 ´ z10 ´ tz1 ´ z10uq “
pz1y ´ z1q ´
 
z1y ´ z10
( ` tz1 ´ z10u “ pz1y ´ z1q ´  z1y ´ z1( ` 1D? “ tz1y ´ z1u ` 1D?, with
D “ C^ z1y( ‰ tz1u. (Notice that tz10u disappears in this process: This is not a coincidence,
since diagonal integer/modular/fractional constraints are invariant under the elapse of an
integer amount of time.) Thus by (2) we obtain a constraint ψ1pushpz1x, z1q logically equivalent
to ψpushpz1x ´ z10, z1 ´ z10q, and, by separating the fractional and integer constraints (cf. Re-
mark 3), ψ1poppx1, z1xq ” Dtz1u, tz1u ¨ ψ1pushptz1xu, tz1xu , tz1u, tz1uq^ψpopptx1u, tx1u , tz1u, tz1uq. By
Corollary 3, we can perform quantifier elimination and we obtain a logically equivalent clock
constraint of exponential size (in DNF) ξψpush,ψpopptx1u, tx1u , tz1xu, tz1xuq, where the subscript
indicates that this formula depends on the pair pψpush, ψpopq of push and pop constraints.
The construction of P 1 consists in checking ξψpush,ψpop in place of ψpop, assuming that the push
constraint was ψpush. The latter is replaced by ψcopy. Control states are the same in the two
automata; we can break down the ξψpush,ψpop in DNF and record each conjunct in the stack,
yielding a new stack alphabet of exponential size.
§ Lemma 9. Let t `ru`,rPL,
 
 1`r
(
`,rPL be the reachability relations of P, resp., P 1. Then,
 `r“ 1`r for every `, r P L, and P 1 has stack alphabet exponential in the size of P.
(C) The tpda is fractional
Assume that the tpda P is both push-copy (A) and pop-integer-free (B). We remove diagonal
integer tyu´ txu „ k and modulo tyu´ txu ”m k constraints on global clocks x, y as in ta [2].
In the rest of the section, transition and stack constraints of P are of the form
(trans.) txu ď k, txu ”m k, txu “ 0, txu ď tyu , (6)
(push) tzxu “ txu, tzxu “ txu , (7)
(pop) tyu´ tzxu ”m k, tzxu “ 0, tyu ď tzxu , (8)
tzyu´ tzxu ”m k, tzyu ď tzxu .
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Unary abstraction. We replace the integer value of clocks by their unary abstraction:
Valuations µ, ν P QXě0 are M-unary equivalent, written µ «M ν, if, for every clock x P X,
tµpxqu ”M tνpxqu and tµpxqu ď M ô tνpxqu ď M . Let ΛM be the (finite) set of M -unary
equivalence classes of clock valuations. For λ P ΛM we abuse notation and write λpxq to
indicate µpxq for some µ P λ, where the choice of representative µ does not matter. We
write λrY ÞÑ 0s for the equivalence class of νrY ÞÑ 0s and we write λrx ÞÑ x ` 1s for the
equivalence class of νrx ÞÑ νpxq ` 1s, for some ν P λ (whose choice is irrelevant). Let
ϕλpxq ” ŹxPX txu ”M λpxq ^ ptxu ă M ô λpxq ă Mq say that clocks belong to λ. For ϕ
containing transition constraints of the form (6), ϕ|λ is ϕ where every integer txu ď k or
modulo constraint txu ”M k is uniquely resolved to be true or false by replacing every
occurrence of txu with λpxq. Similarly, for ψ a pop constraint of the form (8), ψ|λpush,λpop
is obtained by resolving modulo constraints tyu ´ tzxu ”M k and tzyu ´ tzxu ”M k to be
true or false by replacing every occurrence of tyu by its abstraction at the time of pop
λpoppyq, and every occurrence of tzxu by λpushpxq ` ∆pλpush, λpopq, i.e., the initial value
of clock x plus the total integer time elapsed until the pop, defined as ∆pλpush, λpopq “
λpoppx0q ´ λpushpx0q ´ 1tz0uątx0u?, i.e., we take the difference of x0 (which is never reset)
between push and pop, possibly corrected by “´1” if the last time unit only partially elapsed;
the substitution for tzyu is analogous. Fractional constraints are unchanged.
Sketch of the construction. Given a push-copy and pop-integer-free tpda P, we build
a fractional tpda Q over the extended alphabet Σ1 “ Σ Y tXx | x P Xu as follows. We
eliminate integer txu ď k and modulo constraints txu ”M k by storing in the control the
M -unary abstraction λ. To reconstruct the reachability relation of P, we store the set
of clocks Y which will not be reset anymore in the future. Thus, control locations L1 of
Q are of the form x`, λ, Y y. In order to properly update the M -unary abstraction λ, the
automaton checks how much time elapses by looking at the fractional values of clocks.
When λ is updated to λrx ÞÑ x ` 1s, a symbol Xx is optionally produced if x P Y was
guessed not to be reset anymore in the future. A test transition x`, ϕ, ry is simulated
by xx`, λ, Y y , ϕ|λ , xr, λ, Y yy. A push-copy transition x`, pushpα : ψcopyq, ry is simulated by
xx`, λ, Y y , pushpxα, λy : ŹxPX tz0u “ 0^ tzxu “ txuq, xr, λ, Y yy copying only the fractional
parts and the unary class of global clocks. A pop-integer-free transition x`, poppα : ψq, ry is
simulated by xx`, λpop, Y y , poppxα, λpushy : ψ|λpush,λpopq, xr, λpop, Y yy. The reachability formula
ϕ`r for P can be expressed by guessing the initial and final abstractions λ, µ, and the set
of clocks Y which is never reset in the run. For clocks x P Y , we must observe precisely
tx1u´ txu ticks Xx, and for the others, tx1u, where x is the initial and x1 the final value. Let
gYx “ tx1u´ txu if x P Y , and tx1u otherwise.
§ Lemma 10. Let
 
ψ`1r1ptxu , pf, gq, tx1uq
(
`1,r1PL1 express the reachability relation of the
fractional Q where txu , tx1u are the fractional values of clocks (we ignore integer values), f
is the Parikh image of the original input letters from Σ, and g of the new input letters Xx’s.
The reachability relation of P is expressed by ϕ`rptxu, txu , f , tx1u, tx1uq ” Žλ,Y,µ ϕλptxuq ^
ψx`,λ,Y yxr,µ,Xyptxu , pf, gY q, tx1uq.
5 From fractional tpda to register pda
The aim of this section is to prove the following result which, together with Theorem 7,
completes the proof of our main result Theorem 5.
§ Theorem 11. The fractional reachability relation of a fractional tpda P is expressed
by existential LZ,Q formulas, computable in time exponential in the number of clocks and
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polynomial in the number of control locations and stack alphabet.
Cyclic atoms. We model fractional clock values by the cyclic atoms structure pI,Kq with
universe I “ QX r0, 1q, where K is the ternary cyclic order (1). Since K is invariant under
cyclic shift, it is convenient to think of elements of I as placed clockwise on a circle of unit
perimeter; cf. Fig. 1(a). An automorphism is a bijection α that preserves and reflects K,
i.e., Kpa, b, cq iff Kpαpaq, αpbq, αpcqq; automorphisms are extended to tuples In point-wise.
(a) •0•a •b
•c
(b) •0•a
•b
Figure 1 (a) Relation K. (b) The cyclic differ-
ence ba a.
Cyclic atoms are homogeneous [17] and
thus In splits into exponentially many orbits
OrbpInq, where u, v P In are in the same or-
bit if some automorphism maps u to v. An
orbit is an equivalence class of indistinguish-
able tuples, similarly as regions for clock val-
uations, but in a different logical structure:
For instance p0.2, 0.3, 0.7q, p0.7, 0.2, 0.3q, and
p0.8, 0.2, 0.3q belong to the same orbit, while p0.2, 0.3, 0.3q belongs to a different orbit.
Register PDA. We extend classical pushdown automata with additional I-valued registers,
both in the finite control (i.e., global registers) and in the stack. Registers can be compared
by quantifier-free formulas with equality and K, called K-constraints. For simplicity, we
assume that there are the same number of global and stack registers. A register pushdown
automaton (rpda) is a tuple Q “ xΣ,Γ, L,X,Z,∆y where Σ is a finite input alphabet, Γ is a
finite stack alphabet, L is a finite set of control locations, X is a finite set of global registers,
Z is a finite set of stack registers, and the last item ∆ is a set of transition rules x`, op, ry
with `, r P L control locations, where op is either: 1) an input letter a P Σε, 2) a 2k-ary
K-constraint ψpx, x1q relating pre- and post-values of global registers, 3) a push operation
pushpα : ψpx, zqq with α P Γ a stack symbol to be pushed on the stack under the 2k-ary
K-constraint ψ relating global x and stack z registers, or 4) a pop operation poppα : ψpx, zqq,
similarly as push. We consider rpda as symbolic representations of classical pda with infinite
sets of control states rL “ Lˆ IX and infinite stack alphabet rΓ “ Γˆ IZ . A configuration
is thus a tuple x`, µ, wy P L ˆ IX ˆ rΓ˚ where ` is a control location, µ is a valuation of
the global registers, and w is the current content of the stack. Let x`, µ, uy , xr, ν, vy be two
configurations. For every input symbol a P Σε we have a transition x`, µ, uy aÝÑ xr, ν, vy
whenever there exists a rule x`, op, ry P ∆ s.t. one of the following holds: 1) op “ a P Σε,
µ “ ν, u “ v, or 2) op “ ϕ, a “ ε, pµ, νq |ù ϕ, u “ v, or 3) op “ pushpγ : ψq, a “ ε,
µ “ ν, v “ u ¨ xγ, µ1y if µ1 P IZ satisfies pµ, µ1q |ù ψ, or 4) op “ poppγ : ψq, a “ ε, µ “ ν,
u “ v ¨ xγ, µ1y if µ1 P IZ satisfies pµ, µ1q |ù ψ.
Reachability relation. The reachability relations µ w `r ν and µ
f `r ν are defined as for
tpda by extending one-step transitions x`, µ, uy aÝÑ xr, ν, vy to words w P Σ˚ and their Parikh
images f “ piw P NΣ. Thus, µ f `r ν is a subset of IX ˆ NΣ ˆ IX , which is furthermore
invariant under orbits. In the following let X 1 be a copy of global clocks. An initial valuation
µ belongs to IX , a final valuation ν to IX1 , and the joint valuation pµ, νq belongs to IXˆX1 .
The following two lemmas hold for rpda with homogeneous atoms; cf. [8], or Sec. 9 in [4].
§ Lemma 12. If pµ, νq, pµ1, ν1q belong to the same orbit of IXˆX1 , then µ f `r ν iff µ1 f `r ν1.
§ Lemma 13. Given a rpda Q one can construct a context-free grammar G of exponential
size with nonterminals of the form X`ro, for control locations `, r and an orbit o P OrbpIXˆX1q,
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recognising the language LpX`roq “
!
piΣpwq P Σ˚
ˇˇˇ
Dpµ, νq P o ¨ µ w `r ν
)
, where piΣpwq is w
without the ε’s. Consequently, rpda recognise context-free languages.
§ Lemma 14 (Theorem 4 of [23]). The Parikh image of LpX`roq is expressed by an existential
Presburger formula ϕZ`ro computable in time linear in the size of the grammar.
§ Corollary 15. Let ϕIo be the characteristic K-constraint of the orbit o P OrbpIXˆX1q. The
reachability relation `r of an rpda Q is expressed by ϕ`rpx, f, x1q ” ŽoPOrbpIXˆX1 q ϕZ`ropfq^
ϕIopx, x1q. The size of ϕ`r is exponential in the size of Q.
Proof of Theorem 11. Define cyclic sum and difference of a, b P Q to be a ‘ b “ ta` bu,
resp., aa b :“ ta´ bu. For a set of clocks X, let Xx0 “ X Y tx0u be its extension with an
extra clock x0 R X which is never reset, and let Xˆx0 “ txˆ | x P Xx0u be a corresponding set
of registers. The special register xˆ0 stores the (fractional part of the) current timestamp, and
register xˆ stores the (fractional part of the) timestamp of the last reset of x. In this way we
can recover the fractional value of x as the cyclic difference txu “ xˆ0 a xˆ. Let (cf. Fig. 1(b))
ϕapx, xˆq ”
ľ
xPX
txu “ xˆ0 a xˆ. (9)
Resetting clocks in Y Ď X is simulated by ϕresetpY q ” xˆ10 “ xˆ0^
Ź
xPY xˆ1 “ xˆ0^
Ź
xPXzY xˆ1 “
xˆ and time elapse by ϕelapse ”ŹxPX xˆ1 “ xˆ. The equality xˆ10 “ xˆ0 in ϕresetpY q says that time
does not elapse, and the absence of constraints on xˆ0, xˆ10 in ϕelapse allows for an arbitrary elapse
of time. A clock constraint ϕ is converted into a K-constraint ϕˆ by replacing txu “ 0 with
xˆ “ xˆ0 and txu ď tyu byKďpyˆ, xˆ, xˆ0q, for x, y P XYZ. For a tpda P “ xΣ,Γ, L,X,Z,∆y, we
define the following rpda Q “
A
Σ,Γ, L, Xˆx0 , Zˆ, ∆ˆ
E
. The input rules are preserved. A reset
rule x`, resetpY q, ry P ∆, is simulated by x`, ϕresetpY q, ry P ∆ˆ, a time elapse rule x`, elapse, ry P
∆ is simulated by x`, ϕelapse, ry P ∆ˆ, a push rule x`, pushpγ : ϕq, ry P ∆ is simulated by
x`, pushpγ : ϕˆq, ry P ∆ˆ, and similarly for pop rules. By Corollary 15, let ϕ`rpxˆ, f , xˆ1q express
the reachability relation of Q, and define ξIopx, x1q ” Dxˆ, xˆ1 ¨ ϕIopxˆ, xˆ1q^ϕapx, xˆq^ϕapx1, xˆ1q.
The reachability relation of P is recovered as
ψ`rpx, f, x1q ”
ł
tϕZ`ropfq ^ ξIopx, x1q|o P OrbpIXˆX
1qu. (10)
Intuitively, we guess the value for registers xˆ, xˆ1 and we check that they correctly describe
the fractional values of global clocks as prescribed by ϕa. We now remove the quantifiers
from ξIo to uncover the structure of fractional value comparisons. Introduce a new variable
δ “ xˆ0 a xˆ10, and perform the following substitutions in ϕIo (c.f. the definition of ϕa in (9)):
xˆ ÞÑ xˆ0 a txu, xˆ1 ÞÑ pxˆ0 a δq a tx1u, and xˆ10 ÞÑ xˆ0 a δ. By writing pxˆ0 a δq a tx1u as
xˆ0 a pδ ‘ tx1uq, we have only atomic constraints of the forms Kpxˆ0 a u, xˆ0 a v, xˆ0 a tq and
xˆ0 a u “ xˆ0 a v, where terms u, v, t are of one of the forms 0, txu, δ ‘ tx1u, δ. These
constraints are equivalent, respectively, to Kpt, v, uq and u “ v. By expanding the definition
of K (cf. (1)), we obtain only constraints of the form u À v with ÀP tă,ďu. Since δ appears
at most once on either side, it can either be eliminated if it appears on both u, v, or otherwise
exactly one of u, v is of the form δ or δ‘tx1u, and the other of the form 0 or txu. By moving
tx1u on the other side of the inequality in constraints containing δ ‘ tx1u, ξIo is equivalent toŹ
i si À ti ^ D0 ď δ ă 1 ¨
Ź
j uj À δ ^
Ź
k δ À vk, where the terms si, ti, uj , vk’s are of the
form 0, txu, or txua ty1u. We can now eliminate the quantification on δ and get a constraint
of the form
Ź
h sh À th. Finally, by expanding ba a as b´ a` 1 if b ă a and b´ a otherwise
(since a, b P I) we have ξIopx, x1q ”
Ź
h s
1
h À t1h, where the s1h, t1h’s are of one of the forms: 0,
txu, txu ´ ty1u, or txu ´ ty1u ` 1. đ
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A Appendix
A.1 Quantifier elimination
The following appeared as Lemma 1 in the main text.
§ Lemma 16. If the structures A1 and A2 admit (effective) elimination of quantifiers, then
the two-sorted structure A1 ZA2 also does so. For conjunctive formulas, the complexity is
the maximum of the two complexities.
Proof. It suffices to consider a conjunctive formula of the form ϕ ” Dy ¨ ϕ1 ^ ϕ2 where ϕ1
is a quantifier-free A1-formula and ϕ2 is a quantifier-free A2-formula. W.l.o.g. suppose y
is quantified over A1. Since y is a variable of the first sort, it does not appear free in ϕ2,
and thus ϕ ” pDy ¨ ϕ1q ^ ϕ2. By assumption that A1 admits quantifier elimination, Dy ¨ ϕ1 is
equivalent to a quantifier free formula rϕ1, and thus the original formula ϕ is equivalent torϕ1 ^ ϕ2. It is easy to see that the complexities combine as claimed. đ
Let vϕw be the set of valuations satisfying ϕ.
The following appeared as Lemma 18 in the main text.
§ Lemma 17. The structures AcN and AcI admit effective elimination of quantifiers. For AcN
the complexity is singly exponential for conjunctive formulas, while for AcI is quadratic.
We prove this by splitting it in two claims.
§ Lemma 18. The structure AcN admits effective elimination of quantifiers. The complexity
is singly exponential for conjunctive formulas.
Proof. We assume that all modulo statements are over the same modulus m. It suffices to
consider a conjunctive formula of the form
Dy ¨ ϕ ” Dy ¨
ľ
i
xi ` αi ď y ď xi ` βi ^ y ”m xi ` γi, (11)
where, for every i, αi, βi P Z Y t´8,`8u with αi ď βi, γi P t0, . . . ,m´ 1u, where for
uniformity of notation we assume x0 “ 0, α0 ě 0 in order to model non-diagonal constraints
on y. If not all αi’s are equal to ´8, then a satisfying y will be of the form xj ` αj ` δ with
δ P t0, . . . ,m´ 1u where j maximises xj ` αj . We claim that the following quantifier free
formula rϕ is equivalent to (11):ł
δPt0,...,m´1u
ł
j
ľ
i
xi ` αi ď xj ` αj ` δ ď xi ` βi ^ xj ` αj ` δ ”m xi ` γi. (12)
For the complexity claim, rϕ is exponentially bigger than (11) when constants are encoded
in binary. For the inclusion vrϕw Ď vDy ¨ ϕw, let pa1, . . . , anq P vrϕw. There exist δ and j as
per (12), and thus taking a0 :“ aj ` αj ` δ yields pa0, a1, . . . , anq P vDy ¨ ϕw. For the other
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inclusion, let pa0, a1, . . . , anq P vϕw. Let j ‰ 0 be s.t. aj ` αj is maximised, and define
δ :“ a0 ´ paj ` αjq mod m. Clearly δ ě 0 since a0 satisfies all the lower bounds ai ` αi.
Since a0 satisfies all the upper bounds ai ` βi and aj ` αj ` δ ď a0, upper bounds are also
satisfied. Finally, since a0 ”m ai ` γi and a0 ”m aj ` αj ` δ, we have that also the modular
constraints aj `αj ` δ ”m ai`γi are satisfied. Thus, we have pa1, . . . , anq P vrϕw, as required.
If all αi’s are equal to ´8, then there are no lower bound constraints and only modulo
constraints remain, hence and a satisfying y (if it exists) can be taken in the interval
t0, . . . ,m´ 1u, yieldingł
δPt0,...,m´1u
ľ
i
δ ď xi ` βi ^ δ ”m xi ` γi.
The same complexity holds. The formula above is shown equivalent to (11) by a reasoning
as in the previous paragraph. đ
§ Lemma 19. The structure AcI admits effective elimination of quantifiers. The complexity
is quadratic for conjunctive formulas.
Proof. It suffices to consider a conjunctive formula of the form ϕ ” Dy ¨Źk ϕk where ϕk are
atomic rational formulas. If any ϕk is the constraint y “ 0, then we obtain rϕ by replacing y
with 0 everywhere. Otherwise, ϕ is of the form
Dy ¨
ľ
iPI
xi ď y ^
ľ
jPJ
y ď xj ,
and we can eliminate y by writing the equivalent constraint rϕľ
iPI
ľ
jPJ
xi ď xj .
The size of rϕ is quadratic in the size of ϕ. đ
A.2 Characterisation of the reachability relation
The following characterisation is used in the proof of Lemma 9.
§ Lemma 20. The relation  `r is the least relation satisfying the following rules, for
valuations µ, ν, µ1, ν1 : QX and words w, u, v P Σ˚:
(input)
µ
a `r µ
if Dx`, a, ry P ∆
(test)
µ
ε `r µ
if Dx`, ϕ, ry P ∆ ¨ µ |ù ϕ
(reset)
µ
ε `r µrY ÞÑ 0s
if Dx`, resetpY q, ry P ∆
(elapse)
µ
ε `r ν
if Dx`, elapse, ry P ∆, δ ą 0 ¨ ν “ tµ` δu
(push-pop) µ
w `1r1 ν
µ
w `r ν
if (13)
(transitivity) µ
u ``1 µ1 µ1 v `1r ν
µ
uv `r ν
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ł
x`,pushpγ:ψpushq,`1y,
xr1,poppγ:ψpopq,ryP∆
DµZ P QZě0, Dδ P Qě0 ¨
" pµ, µZq |ù ψpushpx, zq ^
pν, µZ ` δq |ù ψpoppx, zq. (13)
A.3 Missing details for (A) push-copy
Let Ξ be the set of all ξψpush,ψpop ’s. Let the original tpda be P “ pΣ,Γ, L,X,Z,∆q, let Ψpush
be the set of all push constraints ψpush of P, and let Ψpop be the set of all pop constraints
ψpop of P. We construct an equivalent tpda P 1 “ pΣ,Γ1, L,X,Z 1,∆1q which only pushes on
the stack copies of stack clocks. Let Γ1 “ Γˆ Ξ, Z 1 “ tzx | x P Xu, and transitions in ∆1 are
determined as follows.
Every input, test, time elapse, and clock reset transitions in P generate identical transitions
in P 1. For every push transition x`, pushpα : ψpushq, ry in P, we have a push transition in P 1
of the form
x`, pushp@α, ξψpush,ψpopD : ψcopy ^ z0 “ 0q, ry
(z0 “ 0 is compatible with push-copy by adding a new clock x0 which is 0 at the time of push
and using z0 “ x0; we avoid this for simplicity) for every guessed pop constraint ψpop P Ψpop
of P and corresponding new pop constraint ξψpush,ψpop P Ξ and where ψcopy is as in (3). Finally,
for every pop transition x`, poppα : ψpopq, ry in P and for every potential push constraint
ψpush P Ψpush, we have a pop transition in P 1
x`, popp@α, ξψpush,ψpopD : ξψpush,ψpopq, ry
which checks that the pop constraint ψpop was indeed correctly guessed.
This translation preserves the reachability relation. The following appeared as Lemma 9
in the main text.
§ Lemma 21. Let t `ru`,rPL,
 
 1`r
(
`,rPL be the reachability relations of P, resp., P 1. Then,
 `r“ 1`r for every `, r P L, and P 1 has stack alphabet exponential in the size of P.
Proof. We prove
µ
w `r ν ô µ w 1`r ν
by induction on the length of derivations, following the characterisation of Lemma 20. Let
µ
w `r ν (the other direction is proved analogously). Since all transitions are the same
except push and pop transitions, it suffices to prove it for matching pairs of push-pop
transitions. By (13), there exist transitions x`, pushpγ : ψpushq, `1y, xr1, poppγ : ψpopq, ry P ∆,
a stack clock valuation µZ P QZě0, and a time elapse δ P Qě0 s.t. pµ, µZq |ù ψpushpx, zq,
pν, µZ ` δq |ù ψpoppx1, z1q, and µ w `1r1 ν in P. By inductive hypothesis, µ w 1`1r1 ν in
P 1. By construction, P 1 has matching transitions x`, pushp@γ, ξψpush,ψpopD : ψcopyq, `1y and
xr1, popp@γ, ξψpush,ψpopD : ξψpush,ψpopq, ry. Clearly, pµ, µq |ù ψcopypx, zxq, where zx is the stack
clock copying the value of clock x at the time of push. Since stack clock z0 was initially 0,
we have that its value at the end is exactly δ. We show that
px1 : ν, z1x : µ` δq |ù ξψpush,ψpoppx1, z1xq,
thus showing µ w 1`1r1 ν in P 1 by (13). By its definition, ξψpush,ψpoppx1, z1xq is equivalent to
ψ1poppx1, z1xq from (5). Take µZ ` δ as the valuation for z1, and we have
px1 : ν, z1 : µZ ` δ, z1x : µ` δq |ù ψpushpz1x ´ δ, z1 ´ δq ^ ψpoppx1, z1q
because px1 : ν, z1 : µZ ` δq |ù ψpoppx1, z1q and pzx : µ, z : µZq |ù ψpushpzx, zq. đ
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A.4 (B) The tpda is pop-integer-free
The aim of this section is to remove integer constraints from pop transitions. Thanks to
(A), we assume that the tpda is push-copy. Since diagonal integer constraints can simulate
non-diagonal ones, we can further assume that pop transitions do not contain non-diagonal
integer constraints (i.e., of the form tzu ď k), and thus we only need to eliminate the diagonal
ones.
Let P be a push-copy tpda. By Remark 3, we replace integer pop constraints of the
form txu´ tzyu ď k, tzxu´ tzyu ď k by classical x´ zy ď k, resp., zx´zy ď k, and fractional
constraints. This has the advantage that classical diagonal constraints are invariant under
time elapse, which will simplify the construction below. Pop constraints of the form zy´zx „ k
can easily be eliminated since, thanks to push-copy, they can be checked at the time of push
as the transition constraint y ´ x „ k. Thus, we concentrate on pop constraints
ψpop ” ψc1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ψcm ^ ψnc (14)
where the ψci ’s are classical diagonal constraints of the form y ´ zx „ k, with „ Ptă,ď,ě,ąu,
and ψnc contains only non-classical (i.e., modular and fractional) constraints. Let be C the
set of all ψci ’s. Constraints y ´ zx „ k are eliminated by introducing linearly many new
global clocks (one for each atomic clock constraint) satisfying suitable conditions at the
time of push. Thus, in the new automaton pop constraints are only of the form ψnc, i.e.,
modulo and fractional, as required. The construction is similar to [9]. Control states of the
new automaton P 1 are of the form x`, T,Φ´,Φ`y, where T is a set of clocks and Φ´,Φ`
are sets of atomic constraints. Thus, from a complexity standpoint, the number of control
locations of P 1 is exponential in the number of clocks and constraints, and the size of the
stack alphabet is exponential in the number of constraints.
§ Lemma 22. Let the reachability relation of P 1 be expressed by the formula ϕ`1r1 . The
reachability relation of P is expressed by Ž ϕx`,T,H,Hyxr,H,Φ´,Φ`y ˇˇ T Ď X,Φ´,Φ` Ď C(.
Proof. Let P be a push-copy tpda pΣ,Γ, L,X,Z,∆q. Let C´{C` be the set of all lower/upper
bound classical pop constraints of the form y´zx ě k, y´zx ą k, or, resp., y´zx ď k, y´zx ă
k, and let C “ C´ Y C`. We construct a tpda P 1 “ pΣ,Γ1, L1, X 1, Z,∆1q with the same set
of stack clocks as P , and with global clocks being those of P , plus a copy of each global clock
for each lower/upper bound constraint: X 1 :“ X Y txψ | ψ P Cu. A control location of P 1 is
of the form p`, T,Φ´,Φ`q P L1, where
` is a control location of P,
T Ď X is a set of clocks of P which cannot be reset till the next push (this is used to
guess and check last resets before a push), and
Φ´ĎC´,Φ`ĎC` are the currently active lower/upper bound constraints.
The new stack alphabet Γ1 consists of tuples of the form xα,Φ´,Φ`y with α P Γ a stack
symbol of P and Φ´,Φ` as above.
Let x`, op, ry be a transition in P. If it is either an input op “ a P Σε, test op “ ϕ,
or time elapse op “ elapse transition, then it generates corresponding transitions in P of
the form xp`, T,Φ´,Φ`q, op, pr, T,Φ´,Φ`qy for every choice of T,Φ´,Φ`. A reset transition
op “ resetpY q generates several reset transitions of the form
xp`, T,Φ´,Φ`q, resetpY Y Y 1q, pr, T Y U,Φ´ YΨ´,Φ` YΨ`qy
whenever
1. Y X T “ H (no forbidden clock is reset),
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2. U Ď Y is a subset of reset clocks which are guessed to be reset for the last time till the
next push,
3. Ψ´ Ď ŤxPU Cx´ zΦ´ is a new set of lower bound constraints involving newly reset clocks
in U , similarly
4. Ψ` Ď ŤxPU Cx` zΦ` likewise for the upper bound constraints, and finally
5. Y 1 Ď txψ | ψ P Cu contains all clocks relating to new active lower bound constraints, and
all clocks relating to (new or not) active upper bound constraints w.r.t. clocks Y reset in
this transition:
Y 1 “  xϕ ˇˇ ϕ P Ψ´ or ϕ P Φ`Y YΨ`( , where
Φ`Y “
 py ´ zx À kq P Φ` ˇˇ x P Y ( .
A push transition op “ pushpα : ψcopyq (where ψcopy is defined in (3)), generates a transition
in P 1 of the form
xp`, T,Φ´,Φ`q, pushp@α,Φ´,Φ`D : ψcopyq, pr, T 1,Φ´,Φ`qy
only if T “ X, i.e., all clocks were correctly guessed to be reset for the last time till this
push, and for every set of clocks T 1 Ď X which are guessed not to be reset till the next push.
Moreover, we push on the stack the current set of guessed constraints Φ´,Φ`. Finally, a
pop transition op “ poppα |ù ψpopq of P with ψpop as in (14), generates in P 1 a test followed
by a pop transition of the form (omitting the intermediate state)
xp`, T,Φ´,Φ`q, rψ; poppAα, Φˆ´, Φˆ`E : ψncq, pr, T, Φˆ´, Φˆ`qy
for every T Ď X, Φˆ´ Ď C´, Φˆ` Ď C`, whenever Φ´ Y Φ` “ tψc1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ψcmu, i.e., the
guess of upper and lower bounds was indeed correct, and where rψ is defined as rψ ”Ź 
y ´ xψc
i
„ k ˇˇ ψci P Φ´ Y Φ`, ψci ” y ´ zx „ k( .We have removed pop integer constraints
ψci ’s by introducing classical constraints in rψ, and the latter can be converted into integer and
fractional constraints according to Remark 3. Notice that the stack non-classical constraint
ψnc is preserved from P to P 1. Thus, we obtain a pop-integer-free tpda, as required.
The number of control locations of P 1 is |L1| “ |L| ¨ 2|X| ¨ 22¨|C|, the number of stack
symbols of P 1 is |Γ1| “ |Γ| ¨22¨|C|, and the number of clocks of P 1 is |X 1| “ |X|` |C|. Thus, P 1
has number of control locations and stack symbols exponential in the size of P , and number
of clocks linear in the size of P.
The construction can be proved correct by the same argument for stack classical constraints
as in [6], except that now non-classical stack constraints (not considered in [6]) are kept
unchanged. đ
A.5 Missing details for (C) fractional
Recall the structure of fractional values AcI “ pI,ď, 0q. An automorphism of AcI is a bijection
α s.t. αp0q “ 0 and a ď b iff αpaq ď αpbq; in other words, 0 is fixed, but otherwise distances
can be stretched or compressed monotonically. The set IX of (fractional parts of) clock
valuations splits into finitely many orbits, where u, v P In are in the same orbit if some
automorphism of AcI maps u to v. Note that an orbit o is determined by the order of elements,
their equality type, and their equalities with 0; hence the number of orbits is exponential
in |X|. For an orbit o, let its characteristic formula be the following quantifier-free pI,ď, 0q
formula
ϕopxq ”
ľ
a˜i“0
xi “ 0^
ľ
a˜iďa˜j
xi ď xj , (15)
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where pa˜1, . . . , a˜nq is any fixed element of o (by the definition of orbit, ϕo does not depend
on the choice of representative).
Let P “ pΣ,Γ, L,X,Z,∆q be a push-copy and pop-integer-free tpda. We build a
fractional tpda P 1 “ pΣ1,Γ1, L1, X, Z,∆1q where Σ1 equals Σ extended with an extra symbol
Xx R Σ for every clock x of P , Γ1 “ ΓˆΛM extends Γ by recording the M -unary equivalence
class of clocks which are pushed on the stack, and L1 “ LˆΛM ˆ 2X YL‚, where Y1 P 2X is
the set of clocks which are not allowed to be reset any more in the future, and L‚ contains
some extra control locations used in the simulation. Every transition x`, op, ry P ∆ generates
one or more transitions in ∆1 according to op. If op “ a P Σε is an input transition, then ∆1
contains a corresponding input transition xx`, λ, Y1y , a, xr, λ, Y1yy, for every choice of λ, Y1.
If op “ ϕ is a test transition, then ∆1 contains a corresponding test transition
xx`, λ, Y1y , ϕ|λ , xr, λ, Y1yy,
where ϕ|λ contains only fractional constraints. If op “ resetpY q is a reset transition, then ∆1
contains a reset transition
xx`, λ, Y1y , resetpY q, xr, λrY ÞÑ 0s, Y1 Y Y2yy
provided that Y Ď XzY1 (no forbidden clocks are reset), and where Y2 Ď Y are declared to
be reset now for the last time. If op “ elapse is a time elapse transition, then we have the
following 4 groups of transitions:
1. First, we silently go to control location x`, λ, Y1, 1y to start the simulation:
xx`, λ, Y1y , ε, x`, λ, Y1, 1yy.
2. We test that the current orbit of fractional values is o, we let time elapse, and then
we test that the new orbit is o1. We can reconstruct the set of clocks Yo,o1 which have
just overflown and for which we need to update their unary abstraction as Yo,o1 “
tx P X | opxq ą 0 and o1pxq “ 0u. This yields the following sequence of transitions, where
we omit the intermediate states for conciseness:
xx`, λ, Y1, 1y , pϕo; elapse;ϕo1q, x`, λ, Y1, Yo,o1 , 2yy.
3. For each clock that needs to be updated in Yo,o1 , we increment its unary abstraction one
by one, and we optionally emit a tick if this clock was guessed not to be reset anymore in
the future:
xx`, λ, Y1, Y2, 2y ,X?x , x`, λrx ÞÑ x` 1s, Y1, Y2z txu , 2yy,
where X?x equals Xx if x P Y2 X Y1, and ε if x P Y2zY1.
4. When the unary class of all overflown clocks has been updated, we either return to the
beginning of the simulation (in order to simulate longer elapses of time), or we quit:
xx`, λ, Y1,H, 2y , ε, x`, λ, Y1, 1yy, xx`, λ, Y1,H, 2y , ε, xr, λ, Y1yy.
If op “ pushpα : ψcopyq is a push-copy transition, then ∆1 contains a push transition copying
only the fractional parts and the unary class of global clocks:
xx`, λ, Y1y , pushpxα, λy :
ľ
xPX
tz0u “ 0^ tzxu “ txuq, xr, λ, Y1yy.
If op “ poppα : ψq is a pop-integer-free transition, then ∆1 contains a fractional pop transition
of the form
xx`, λpop, Y1y , poppxα, λpushy : ψ|λpush,λpopq, xr, λpop, Y1yy.
We eliminated all occurrences of txu both from transition and push/pop stack constraints.
Thus, transition and stack constraints of P 1 are only fractional.
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Reconstruction of the reachability relation. We reconstruct the reachability relation of
P from that of P 1 as follows. The reachability relation  `r of P is expressed as the ŁZ,Q
formula
ϕ`rptxu, txu , f , tx1u,
 
x1
(q ” ł
λ,Y,µ
Dg ¨ ϕλptxuq ^ ϕstep ^ ϕend, where
ϕstep ” ψx`,λ,Y yxr,µ,Xyptxu , pf, gq,
 
x1
(q
ϕend ”
ľ
xPY
tx1u “ txu` gx ^
ľ
xRY
tx1u “ gx.
The formula ϕλ ensures that the initial integer value of clocks has the same unary class
as prescribed by λ.
The formula ϕstep invokes the fractional reachability relation of P 1 where gx counts the
number of marks Xx since clock x was last reset.
The formula ϕend uniquely determines the final integer values tx1u of all clocks of P: For
those clocks x R Y which are ever reset during the run, the final value of its integer part
tx1u equals the integer time gx that elapsed since the last reset; for those clocks x P Y
which are not reset during the run, tx1u equals their initial value plus the time elapsed
since the beginning.
We can eliminate the existential quantification on g from the formula above by noticing that
ϕend uniquely determines g as a function of txu, tx1u and Y , thus obtaining the equivalent
ŁZ,Q formula in the following lemma. The following appeared as Lemma 10 in the main text.
§ Lemma 23. Let
 
ψ`1r1ptxu , pf, gq, tx1uq
(
`1,r1PL1 express the reachability relation of the
fractional Q where txu , tx1u are the fractional values of clocks (we ignore integer values), f
is the Parikh image of the original input letters from Σ, and g of the new input letters Xx’s.
The reachability relation of P is expressed by ϕ`rptxu, txu , f , tx1u, tx1uq ” Žλ,Y,µ ϕλptxuq ^
ψx`,λ,Y yxr,µ,Xyptxu , pf, gY q, tx1uq.
In the statement above, gY is defined as follows:
gYx ”
"
tx1u´ txu if x P Y
tx1u otherwise.
A.6 Missing proofs from Sec. 5
The following appeared as Lemma 13 in the main text.
§ Lemma 24. Given a rpda Q one can construct a context-free grammar G of exponential
size with nonterminals of the form X`ro, for control locations `, r and an orbit o P OrbpIXˆX1q,
recognising the language LpX`roq “
!
piΣpwq P Σ˚
ˇˇˇ
Dpµ, νq P o ¨ µ w `r ν
)
, where piΣpwq is w
without the ε’s. Consequently, rpda recognise context-free languages.
Proof. This is a special case of the following general fact: An equivariant orbit-finite pda
over homogeneous atoms can be transformed into an equivariant orbit-finite context-free
grammar (see [4, 8]). For concreteness, we provide the productions of the grammar. For
o P OrbpIXˆX1q we write o1 (resp. o2) for the projections of o on the first (resp. last) k
coordinates. For every input transition x`, a, ry and o s.t. o1 “ o2 we have in the grammar a
production
(input) X`ro Ð a.
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For every global transition rule x`, ϕ, ry and o s.t. o |ù ϕ we have a production
(global) X`ro Ð ε.
For an orbit o P OrbpIX1ˆX2ˆX3q and i, j P t1, 2, 3u, denote by oij P OrbpIXiˆXj q the
projection of o to (k-ary) components i, j. For every orbit o P OrbpIXˆX1ˆX2q we have a
production
(transitivity) X`ro13 Ð X``1o12 ¨X`1ro23 .
Finally, for every pair of transitions x`, pushpγ |ù ϕq, `1y, xr1, poppγ |ù ψq, ry P ∆ and orbit
o P OrbpIXˆX1ˆZq s.t. o13 |ù ϕ and o23 |ù ψ, we have a production
(push-pop) X`ro12 Ð X`1r1o12 . đ
A.6.1 Correctness of the construction
We argue that Q and P faithfully simulate each other by providing a variant of strong
bisimulation between their configurations. A configuration x`, µ, uy of P is consistent with a
configuration xr, ν, vy of Q, if
they have the same control locations ` “ r,
every global clock x and the corresponding register xˆ satisfy tµpxqu “ νpxˆ0q a νpxˆq,
u “ pγ1, µ1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pγn, µnq, v “ pγ1, ν1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pγn, νnq and, for every 1 ď i ď n, stack clock z
and corresponding register zˆ, we have tµipzqu “ νpxˆ0q a νipzˆq.
The consistency is not one-to-one, for two reasons: on the side of P the integer parts of
clocks are irrelevant and hence can be arbitrary; and on the side of Q the configuration is
unique only up to cyclic shift.
A configuration xr, ν, vy (of P or Q) is an a-successor of x`, µ, uy if x`, µ, uy aÝÑ xr, ν, vy (in
P or Q, resp.); in P , additionally, if a P Qě0, then we call xr, ν, vy an ε-successor of x`, µ, uy.
By inspection of the construction of Q we deduce:
§ Claim 25. Every configuration of P (resp. Q) is consistent with some configuration of Q
(resp. P). Moreover, for every pair of consistent configurations of P and Q, respectively,
and a P Σε, every a-successor of one of the configurations is consistent with exactly one
a-successor of the other one.
Thus, once a pair of consistent configurations is fixed, the a-successors in P and Q are in a
one-to-one correspondence. For the correctness of (10) in Sec. 5 observe that a configuration
x`, µ, εy of P and a configuration x`, ν, εy of Q are consistent if, and only if, pµ, νq |ù ϕa.
